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What’s Brunch & Learn About?

The main purpose of Brunch & Learn is to provide a monthly 

opportunity for entrepreneurs to come together from all over the 

world to be educated. There is a wide range of services, toolboxes, 

and communities to help train, support, and coach entrepreneurs, 

businesses, and community leaders for success.

However, since 2021, we have moved to hold in-person events in 

Accra together with online events. The main

goal is to create an in-person and virtual space to support 

entrepreneurs in building sustainable businesses.

The Brunch & Learn series is a special event organized by Apple and 

Pears Limited to equip attendees with unique business knowledge 

while connecting and networking with new business partners. Initially, 

the event was an online-only seminar that connected women from all 

over the world in an engaging afternoon meetup via Zoom.



The Founder - Tonisha Tagoe
Tonisha Tagoe is the heroine behind many success 

stories among women of all races and 

nationalities. She is an award-winning 

entrepreneur, academic and businesswoman 

passionate about elevating businesses through 

open and honest dialogue and practical 

approaches.

Now, she is delivering confidence to women across the

globe, one startup after the other.

Having started her first entrepreneurial venture at a very

tender age, Tonisha desires to see entrepreneurs flourish

and grow. She focuses her time on empowering women

to start and scale their businesses through ever-evolving

business techniques and skills.

Never one to shy from hard work, Tonisha knows the

value of getting stuck in and fighting to earn your place

at the table.
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MODERATOR

TONISHA
TAGOE

Founder
& Coach



for more information

The event’s parent company, Apple & Pears, is a 

leading business coaching and skills development 

company that offers custom solutions to people all 

over the world who want to grow their businesses 

and reach new levels of success.

We have so far helped more than 3,000 business 

people across the world transform their businesses 

through actionable and measurable solutions 

tailored to their business needs. We aim to reach 

30,000 successful participants by 2030.
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Visit https://www.applesandpears.biz
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Event open: 2-4pm & Event Close: 4 - 5.30pm

Host - Pearlyn & Moderator - Tonisha 

Sponsored: Welcome Drink/Snack on Arrival

This event is for anyone with interests in
Wellness including :

Who is this event for?
Networking Marketplace 12-2pm

• Therapists

• Mindfulness practitioners

• Wellness gastronomy / Cooking methodologies

• Healthy Drink vendors (clean eats)

• Art therapists

• Books/reading

• Yoga

• Massage

• Fitness

• Vitamin shots

• Skincare

• Self-care

• Homecare (planting, Orchidea)

• Chiropractics

• Oils (essential, etc)

• Craftwork/beads

• Healing

• Spirituality

• Life coaches

• Insurance

• Travel

• Journals
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Branding your business 

Finding your customer segment 

How to boost your sales 

Catherine Morton - Millenium Marathon

Krystal-Joy Williams - Wellness Woman GH

Lindiwe Mutungamiri - Lith 

Yemmy - Blogger

Health and wellness is a global industry worth billions of dollars. People in Ghana are becoming more

aware of their health and are always looking for ways to solve their everyday health problems. This

training will cover everything you need to start a health & wellness business in Ghana, from product

creation to branding, marketing, and export.

 

Networking Marketplace 12-1.45pm 

Host - Erica Daniel 

 

The networking marketplace is a unique opportunity for all event attendees to mingle, chat,

exchange contacts, and form new business partnerships at the event grounds. It is a limitless 2-hour

window that gives you the chance to connect with everyone present at the event.

 

Event Kickoff + panel Sessions: 1:45-4pm

Host - Pearlyn Budu 

 

Welcome

Tonisha

 

Panel 1: Succeeding in the wellness space in ghana

While the wellness industry in Ghana is such a big deal, success is not guaranteed for everyone.

There are proven ways to succeed in this industry, especially if you are a newbie. In this session, we

shall look at:

 

Moderator: Tonisha Tagoe

Speakers: 

 

 

Topic: Entrepreneurship In The Health & Wellness Space In Ghana
The Agenda
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The types of insurance available to entrepreneurs

Why you need health insurance

The best health insurance schemes on the market

Kukie Essel-Koomson

How to find your ideal foreign clients

Preparing your health & wellness products for export

The export process and what you should know

Cherel Gyamfi - Digital Content

Solomon Pranic Healing & Vegan Society

Violet Amoabeng- Skin gourmet 

Mpho Mmako

Solo Keynote 1 -  Insurance for Entrepreneurs

Entrepreneurship comes with its own pros and cons. One moment you are making huge sales, and

the next, your sales are down the hill. So it’s important that, as entrepreneurs, we secure our finances

against emergencies and business downtrends.

 

In this segment, we shall discuss:

 

Speaker: 

 

Panel 2: Packaging & Exporting your wellness products and services out of ghana

One of the biggest opportunities for health & wellness businesses in Ghana is the foreign market.

Exporting your products outside for hard currency can be a big boost for your business. But often

times, finding clients outside, getting the right packaging and preparing your products for export are

some of the impediments. In this segment, we shall discuss:

 

Moderator: Harriett Nartey

Speakers:

 

 

The Agenda
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Marketing strategy

Pricing 

Sales strategies 

Minerva Crentsil 

Identifying funded opportunities 

Identifying profitable partnerships 

How to pitch your business to partners or investors.

Taneka Malone - Fire on the Runway International & Amazon Best Selling Author

Loubna Sabah: Digital marketing

Mariam - Financial management (Stanbic Bank)

Vanya Daryanani

Solo Keynote 2: How to Optimize your Sales

The singular thing that drives your business’ growth is sales. Without sales, all your marketing efforts

are in vain. But how do you truly make the most of your marketing strategies to generate more

sales?

 

In this segment, we shall discuss:

 

Speaker: 

Panel 3: Opportunities in the market (Funded / Paid opportunities and partnerships)

Growth is a substantial part of every business’ success. Without growth, all business activities are of

no use. One of the hardest things for most business owners to do is to find the right partnership

opportunities. In this segment, we shall discover how to identify partnership opportunities in the

health and wellness industry. Some of the topics to be covered include:

 

Moderator: Tonisha Tagoe

Speakers:

 

Networking Marketplace till 4 - 5pm

Your final opportunity to connect with other attendees, strike meaningful conversations, and build

partnerships with them. Everything finishes at exactly 5:00 PM, so attendees are expected to make

good use of the 1-hour period allocated here for networking. This will be your golden chance to

communicate directly with the speakers and ask questions that are bothering you. 

 

The Agenda
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Hariet Nartery 
Hariet Nartery is a journalist by profession focused

on Diplomacy and International relations. Together

with her team, she has introduced the first-ever

diplomatic show on Pan-African television that

seeks to educate and inform the public on

diplomacy and its importance in the promotion of

peace and security. 

Erica M. Daniel
Erica M. Daniel, helps people explore their 

deepest desires as an Intimacy Coach. She 

helps you understand your emotional and 

physical connections.

Pearlyn Budu
Pearlyn Budu is an astute business leader in 

the technology and startup space. She has 

worked with brands including Booking.com 

and Jumia. She was most recently the 

General Manager of Glovo Ghana and 

played a key role in launching and growing 

the brand in Ghana.

HOST

ERICA M.  
DANIEL

HOST

PEARLYN 
BUDU

PANELIST

HARRIET 
NARTEY

Our Hosts

MODERATOR

TONISHA
TAGOE

Founder
& Coach
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Lindiwe Mutungamiri
Lindiwe Mutungamiri co-founded LITH

Africa, a tech platform that integrates

cognitive behavioural therapy and machine

learning to support the mental well-being of

African college students. 

Mpho Mmako
Mpho Mmako is a Business Development

Manager with 15+ years in Trade and Specialised

Trade and Commodity Finance. Currently

employed by FNB in South Africa, she has a love

for connecting with people and finding

solutions to their working capital needs

Kukie Essel-Koomson
Kukie Essel-Koomson holds a BSc in

Financial Mathematics from the University of

Kent, UK and a Diploma in Insurance from

the Ghana Insurance College. Previously

worked as a Risk and Implementation

Controller and a Credit Risk Analyst in Trade

Finance in London, UK. 

Cherel Gyamfi
Cherel Gyamfi Is A Creative Entrepreneur, from

having her own design company,

Cherelsdesign to being the funding chair of

Friends Of Africa, a Nonprofit. She has a special

talent in seeing and creating things not many

can do as well as bring her clients visions to life.

PANELIST

MPHO
MMAKO

PANELIST

CHEREL 
GYAMFI

PANELIST

KUKIE ESSEL-
KOOMSON

PANELIST

L INDIWE 
MUTUNGAMIRI

Our Hosts



Krystal-Joy Williams

PANELIST PANELIST
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Krystal-Joy Williams is the founder of the

thriving community, Wellness Woman Ghana

(WWG). She is a private Yoga Instructor, a

Meditation Facilitator and a certified Breath

Work Specialist. Krystal-Joy is the Fitness

Specialist for Luxury Real Estate Developer

Clifton Homes and has a regular morning

fitness spot on TV3.

Catherine Morton
Catherine Morton Is the Managing Partner and

Race Director of Ghana’s premiere International

half marathon and first Gold Label Race

Millennium Marathon. She CEO of Activly Sports,

Founder of ShePlays Gh and Kiddy Mile Race and

Vice Chair of the Accra Social Tennis Club.

Yemmey Baba 
Yemmey Baba is a Chartered Pan African

Lifestyle Publicist & Podcaster. He is also

involved in the Hospitality sector.

Vanya Daryanani
Vanya Daryanani is a Health coach with a 

mission focussing on stress management, 

empowerment, self-awareness, 

appreciation for life and helping others to 

conquer their inner chaos and finally step 

into the healthiest, most-fulfilled versions of 

themselves. 

KRYSTAL-JOY
WILLIAMS

VANYA
DARYANANI

PANELIST

CATHERINE
MORTON

PANELIST

YẸMMẸYBABA

Speakers
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Minerva Crentsil
With more than 13 years of experience in sales 

and marketing, Minerva Crentsil has mastered 

the art of sales. Selling everything from 

cosmetics, security, charity, energy, and 

private gym membership for senior business 

executives to beer and even tyres.

Taneka Malone 
Taneka Malone is a native of Minneapolis - USA.

Neka is a powerful woman with a hefty business

acumen. Neka is able to help people grow and

develop as well-established brands. In late 2016

Neka joined other women in the Book called

"Echoes in Darkness" which compiled stories of

Domestic Violence Survivors.

PANELIST

MINERVA 
CRENTSIL

PANELIST

TANEKA 
MALONE

Loubna Sabbah Solomon Prana
Loubna Sabbah is an ICF Certified Online

Business Coach & Entrepreneur.

She is also a founder of Social Buzz agency in

Ghana that works with brands to grow their

online presence & attract the right audience

through strategy & creative content.

Solomon Prana, known professionally as 

Solomon Mensah is a naturopath with a keen 

focus on energy healing. Solomon is the first 

Ghanaian-authorised Pranic Healing Trainer.

He has well over 20 years of experience in the 

wellness space. 

PANELIST

LOUBNA 
SABBAH

PANELIST

SOLOMON
PRANA

Speakers
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Intimacy Coaching with
Erica

Fire on the Runway

Intimacy coaching with Erica is an

intimacy coaching company that helps

women Deepen connection; Cultivate

intimacy and honor their sexuality. Work

with Erica to reach your sexiest, most

intimate goals.

Fire On The Runway International is a

travelling fashion production that

originated in Dallas TX USA. The business

model is to take ordinary people and do

extraordinary shows. We are a foundation

built on faith and believe in building

individuals to reach their highest capacity.

Social Buzz
Social Buzz is a social media agency with a

multinational team of passionate professionals

helping brands boost their visibility & grow

through Content creation that stands out,

Strategy & Consultation

Skin Gourmet
Skin Gourmet is a well-known Ghanaian 

beauty brand with products distributed 

across 25 different countries across the 

world. The company is known for its natural 

skincare products and has been featured in 

Forbes, Pop Sugar and Indian 

Cosmopolitan

VENDOR

Vendors



 

VENDOR

 

VENDOR

 

VENDOR

 

VENDOR
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Crystal Stones Azalia skin co
Crystal stones is an online store that shares

the power of crystals for your body & soul.

We sell incense, Himalaya lamps, candles,

& all types of crystals

Azalia Skin is a beauty brand that is centred

around self-acceptance, mental freedom and

being at peace with yourself and nature. We

currently have just shea butter products but are

looking to expand as the years go by.

Kek Insurance Brokers
KEK Reinsurance Brokers (Africa) Limited is an

international reinsurance broking firm established

to provide reinsurance broking services to clients

in Africa with a particular focus on the West

African sub-region. KEK Re is a wholly-owned

subsidiary of KEK Insurance Brokers, Ghana’s

leading Insurance Broker firm since 1992. The

company was established in 2006. 

Adoyenaturals
Adoyenaturals is a  Ghanaian cosmetic business

dealing in the procurement and sales of natural

beauty soap, essential oils, body butters and carrier

oils .

Vendors



 

VENDOR

 

VENDOR

 

VENDOR
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Bonne Graine Motherland Jewels
Bonne Graine is a Ghanaian Company that

is into the production of dried fruit chips.

They have Mango Fruit, Pineapple Chips,

and Coconut Chips.

Motherland Jewels is a holistic wellness 

business into the production and sales of 

handmade spiritual adornments, bags, 

jewelry and instruments.

La Gioiosa UK

La Gioiosa is a brewery company in the UK,

known for preparing premium Prosecco for

several generations. The company represents

the tradition of winemaking that the Moretti

Polegato family has been carrying out for

generations. 

Vendors



What Makes This Event Special?
There are many meet-and-learn events out there, but what makes Brunch & Learn

special?

With over 3,000 entrepreneurs taking part in our leadership courses to date, the physical

event adds more dimensions to what we can achieve. We have a growing market with 

huge potential since more women are venturing into the business world daily.

Apples and Pears

Video footage of the first Brunch & Learn, 2021
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We have incredible media exposure with thousands of

quality traffic coming through our website, social media

channels and Email list monthly.

Realising the potential of this powerful event, we have secured

partnerships with major international brands such as Sky, Metro Bank, The British

Library and Elementor.

The event will also leverage the founder’s huge personal platform and strong bonds 

with industry influencers and public figures to add substantial reach both in the digital 

space and offline.
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OUR AUDIENCE

What They Say
About Us

The Vendors
Young women aspiring to start their own

business.

Female business owners looking to expand 

their business

Experienced business professionals looking 

to connect with others

Vendors looking to connect with new 

partners or sell to other attendees

“I thought the event was well organised.”

“I think you should keep the intimate model.

There are lots of other forums that have larger

max numbers for participants here also

specifically with women in mind. Although the

core target is your differentiator.”

“Thank you once again for the opportunity, have a

fantastic evening. Great opportunity

given. Blessings!” 
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“It was educative and I got

a chance to get to know

new people. Above it all, it

was a beautiful experience.” 

“I must admit it was very

insightful and the energy

was positively charged up. 

In all...it was a great

pleasure meeting

everyone.”

Attendees
“What an amazing event. The 

food, speakers, vibe, everything. 

Big congratulations Tonisha. It was

phenomenal.”

“If i may say...the agenda WAS relevant to 

the enterprise spectrum,the location was 

easily accessible and the engagement 

albeit limited time was great .Definitely 

looking forward to the 2nd,3rd,......Nth 

events to come.”

Apples & Pears “Yes ppreciate the 

opportunity. Thank you so much. This is a 

very intentional curated event”
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Sponsorship Opportunities

We have announced our presence through our 
first two events. Our next event promises to be an 

even bigger one, with scores of business people and 
aspiring business professionals already showing 

interest in the next edition.
 

To make this program an even bigger success, 
we are especially inviting you to partner with us in 

reshaping the business space for women and 
making them more effective at starting and growing 

their businesses.
 

The sponsorship packages listed in this section were 
carefully designed to cater to your business needs 

while keeping our attendees engaged through 
special interactions.

 
Connect with the real people who need your 

products and services, showcase your products to 
them, 

and grow your market reach through this strategic 
partnership with us!
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Platinum

Cedis Gold

Title Sponsor GHS 25,000

GHS 7,500

GHS 12,500
Secondary branding on all conference 

materials including media appearance.

Intermittent acknowledgement 

throughout the conference.

Branding in the conference.

Panellist Position

• Secondary branding on all conference

materials 

• Acknowledgement at the event's

opening and closing. 

• Branding in the conference

• Panellist Position

• Front-page branding on all conference materials 

including media appearance.

• Labelled as premier sponsor on all marketing 

Materials.

• Intermittent acknowledgement throughout the 

Conference.

• Creative input in the design of the event

including 

panel/debates.

Key vendor space in the marketplace•

Corporate brochure included in conference 

welcome package

Free attendance to the entire summit* 

Executive coaching for one person

(equiv of 4 hours) 

Sponsors 50 places (full event) headline for 

women at the brunch
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Sponsorship Tiers

. Key vendor space in the marketplace

• Branding in the conference.

• Your corporate brochure in the conference 

welcome pack. 

• Free attendance to the entire summit*

• Executive coaching for two people (equiv of 4 

hours)

• Creative input in the design of the event including 

panel/debates.

. Key vendor space in the marketplace

• Free attendance to the entire summit* 

• Executive coaching for one person

 (equiv of 4 hours)

. Sponsors 30 places for women at the brunch



Cedis silver GHS 2,500
Branding associated with your

preferred panel.

Recognition at the chosen

panel session.

Creative input towards the

chosen panel/debate.

* Limited to an agreed upon number of people within your organisation.

Key vendor space in the marketplace•

Organisation material distributed

at the panel 

Free attendance to the panel* 

Sponsors 10 places for women

at the brunch

Our Past Sponsors
Brasa

Blanc Foussy

Africa Ghana Web

The Diaspora Link

Vodafone

Hubtel 

Bel Aqua 

Brasa
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NEXT STEPS...

Tonisha Tagoe

 Go to www.ladiesentrepreneurshipclub.com
 Pick a membership level
 Add to the basket and complete the payment

1.
2.
3.

Don't forget to add me as a contact in the member's area!

Contact:

Apples and Pears

+233593739468

www.ladiesentrepreneurshipclub

events@ladiesentrepreneurshipclub.com

@ladiesentrepreneurshipclub.com
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ACCESS TO OUR EXCLUSIVE, GLOBAL COMMUNITY OF PROFESSIONAL
ENTREPRENEURS
REGULAR WEBINARS, WORKSHOPS AND SOCIAL NIGHTS HOSTED
ONLINE OR IN PERSON
A SAFE SPACE TO NETWORK AND TEST IDEAS
ACCESS TO OUR LUNCH AND LEARN SESSIONS WITH GUEST SPEAKERS

LEC BOOTCAMP

A DISCOUNTED 3 MONTH LEC SUBSCRIPTION 
 

INCLUDES

 
NOT INCLUDED
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2HOURS WITH MPHO MMAKO
CURRENT BANKING NEEDS
EXPORT NEEDS
HOW TO BEST STRUCTURE YOUR BUSINESS FOR WORKING CAPITAL
ASSISTANCE FROM A BANK PERSPECTIVE

1 HOUR WITH TONISHA TAGOE
PREPARING YOUR BUSINESS AND PRODUCTS FOR EXPORT

STRUCTURED TRADE AND COMMODITY FINANCE SESSIONS
 

INCLUDES

A DEEP DIVE INTO YOUR STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES, CHARACTER
TRAITS ETC THAT INFORM HOW YOUR INDIVIDUAL MAKEUP WILL
IMPACT YOUR BUSINESS. 
THIS INCLUDES PERSONALITY TESTS

LEC BOOTCAMP

DEVELOPING YOUR ENTREPRENEURSHIP PROFILE
 

THIS 7 DAY WORKSHOP INCLUDES

 
NOT INCLUDED

ONLY 1000 GHS!


